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Dear Mr McAuliffe 

 

IAG welcomes the opportunity to provide comment in relation to the Proposal Paper – 
Technology neutrality in distributing company meeting notices and materials (May 
2016). 

IAG is a general insurance group with controlled operations in Australia, New Zealand, 
Thailand, Vietnam and Indonesia, employing more than 15,000 people.  Our 
businesses underwrite over $11.4 billion of premium per annum, selling insurance 
under many leading brands including NRMA Insurance, CGU, SGIO, SGIC, Swann 
Insurance and WFI (Australia); NZI, State, AMI and Lumley (New Zealand); Safety and 
NZI (Thailand); AAA Assurance (Vietnam); and Asuransi Parolamas (Indonesia).  IAG 
also has interests in general insurance joint ventures in Malaysia and India.  

IAG’s interest in the Proposal Paper is driven by our large, predominantly retail 
shareholder register.  IAG has 747,824 shareholders (as at August 2015).  IAG’s 
register is the 4th largest in Australia. Moreover, IAG’s interest is driven by a 
commitment to achieving sustainable corporate governance that meets the needs of 
shareholders and customers, as well as the wider community.  We remain conscious of 
our responsibilities as a corporate citizen and to our shareholders. 

IAG agrees with the Proposal Paper that “there appears to be scope to reduce 
compliance costs for companies by facilitating the electronic distribution of meeting 
notices without prejudicing the rights of shareholders to continue to receive hard copies 
of notices.”  Approximately 28% of IAG’s shareholders receive their Notice of Meeting 
and Annual Report by email. 

IAG also agrees with the reported industry feedback to a Corporation and Markets 
Advisory Committee discussion paper which indicated that “it is likely that enabling 
companies to use their website as the default for delivering notices to their 
shareholders, with an option to opt in to receive hard copies of notices, would 
significantly reduce the amount of hard copy notices required and thereby reduce 
printing and postage costs.” 

IAG is supportive of reform that seeks to maintain a balance between the need to 
facilitate shareholder participation against the need to manage the associated costs to 
companies. 
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IAG maintains a Shareholder Centre page on its website at 
www.iag.com.au/shareholder/ which provides shareholders with access to their 
holdings of IAG securities.  This web page is actively promoted to shareholders. 

Shareholders who use this service are advised when communications including the 
Annual and Interim Reports, Annual Reviews, dividend advices and holding balance 
statements are available to be accessed via the internet. 

IAG also has an email system to alert investors, beneficial owners, and other 
interested parties who may not be shareholders to receive important media releases, 
financial announcements, presentations and annual reports as they are released to the 
market through the ASX. 

IAG is committed to ensuring all investors have access to information on IAG’s 
financial performance. IAG posts on its website all investor and media material 
released to the ASX, comprising: 

 Annual and Interim Reports; 
 Investor and media releases and presentations of half-year and full-year 

results; 
 Notices of general meetings and explanatory material; 
 Real-time webcasts of CEO and CFO presentations at half-year and full-year 

results announcements for those unable to be physically present; 
 Archived recordings of the same events for reference after the event; 
 The Chairman’s and CEO’s addresses to the AGM; 
 Investor and media releases and presentations regarding divestments and 

acquisitions; 
 Investor and media presentations given at investor strategy sessions and other 

one-off events; and 
 All other information released to the market. 

 

IAG’s preferred method is: 

all shareholders receive an initial notification that all meeting materials going 
forward will be available on the Company’s website with links to the materials 
and proxy voting forms or online voting access.  The members can specially opt-
in to receive the materials in hard copy or make an election to receive just the 
proxy voting forms in hard copy. 

In subsequent years, a notice will be lodged with the ASX advising all shareholders of 
IAG’s meeting and a copy of the Notice of Meeting to be lodged on the ASX as well.  
Links to IAG’s meeting materials on IAG’s website will also be provided.  Those 
shareholders who have elected to receive all or part of the materials by mail will 
continue to do so.  The initial notification requirement should be discontinued after a 
two year transitional arrangement. 

If the preferred method is not available then IAG would recommend that all 
shareholders (with email addresses) be informed by email that their materials are 
available online and the email will contain the appropriate links to the materials.  
Shareholders can opt-out of this method. 

If you have any queries regarding this submission please contact me on (02) 9292 
8593. 
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Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
 
David Wellfare 
Senior Manager, Public Policy & Industry Affairs 
IAG 


